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Tom isn't going to let some late-night sex noise scare him off, especially when it's turning him on. But he doesn't want any drama either. He'll keep his hands, his mind and his heart on what he wants to say. After an introduction by Robert Fox (“The Experience of Writing: A Summer Institute”), the first section presents essays by Ohio writers on how to write: “The Heart and the Art of Writing” (Bonnie Christensen); “Letters to Young Writers” (Linda Faber); “Youth Writing and Its Importance” (Margaret Smith); “What They Want to Say” (Barry B. Voss); “What They Need to Know” (Sidney H. Braverman); “Writing as a Way of Life” (Alan Kaprow); “Writing as a Profession” (Jill Krementz); “Education Through Writing” (Robert J. Proctor); “Writing and the Young Writer” (Martha Sturdy); “Writing and the Older Writer” (James D. Long). The second section presents essays by Ohio writers on what writing is: “The Experience of Writing: A Summer Institute” (Robert Fox); “The Art of Writing” (Bonnie Christensen); “Letters to Young Writers” (Linda Faber); “Youth Writing and Its Importance” (Margaret Smith); “What They Want to Say” (Barry B. Voss); “What They Need to Know” (Sidney H. Braverman); “Writing as a Way of Life” (Alan Kaprow); “Writing as a Profession” (Jill Krementz); “Education Through Writing” (Robert J. Proctor); “Writing and the Young Writer” (Martha Sturdy); “Writing and the Older Writer” (James D. Long). The third section presents essays by Ohio writers on who writes: “The Experience of Writing: A Summer Institute” (Robert Fox); “The Art of Writing” (Bonnie Christensen); “Letters to Young Writers” (Linda Faber); “Youth Writing and Its Importance” (Margaret Smith); “What They Want to Say” (Barry B. Voss); “What They Need to Know” (Sidney H. Braverman); “Writing as a Way of Life” (Alan Kaprow); “Writing as a Profession” (Jill Krementz); “Education Through Writing” (Robert J. Proctor); “Writing and the Young Writer” (Martha Sturdy); “Writing and the Older Writer” (James D. Long). The fourth section presents essays by Ohio writers on what writing is for: “The Experience of Writing: A Summer Institute” (Robert Fox); “The Art of Writing” (Bonnie Christensen); “Letters to Young Writers” (Linda Faber); “Youth Writing and Its Importance” (Margaret Smith); “What They Want to Say” (Barry B. Voss); “What They Need to Know” (Sidney H. Braverman); “Writing as a Way of Life” (Alan Kaprow); “Writing as a Profession” (Jill Krementz); “Education Through Writing” (Robert J. Proctor); “Writing and the Young Writer” (Martha Sturdy); “Writing and the Older Writer” (James D. Long).